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Abstract 
Question answering system, an important part in natural language processing aims at automatically finding concise answers to 
arbitrary questions phrased in natural language. The goal is difficult while considering the agglutinative nature of south Indian 
language Malayalam. Studies indicating that the usage of Malayalam documents on the web is increasing. In this paper we aim at 
retrieving factoid answers for the questions in Malayalam from a given set of Malayalam documents under a closed domain. TnT 
tagger is used to train the corpus of words inorder to find the precise factoid answers. 
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1.Introduction 
    Question Answering (QA) is a fast growing research area that combines research from different, but related, fields 
which are Informat ion Retrieval (IR), Informat ion Extract ion (IE) and Natural Language Processing (NLP)[1]. 
Malayalam language belongs to the Dravid ian family  of languages and is one of the four major languages of this 
family with a rich literary trad ition. And also rich in morphological inflections ie, adding of suffixes to the root or 
the stem words. Due to this agglutinative nature researchers find difficu lties in  Malayalam based question answering 
system. The most widely used search engine Google is trying to incorporate many languages. Malayalam 
newspapers and other kinds of documents are quite common. Same as dealing with English langu age, getting exact 
answer from a set of documents in Malayalam for a particular question is difficu lt. Malayalam based question 
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answering is way to ask natural language questions in Malayalam and get the precise answers as per the users wish . 
Basically the question answering system is of two types : Web based and IR/IE based[4]. 
2.Literature Review 
2.1. Closed domain question answering system a survey  
    Shubangi tripude et al. [1] done survey on closed domain question answering system. This provides an overview 
about question answering architecture , various QA models and a question answering system for the domain o f legal 
documents in Indian laws. 
2.2. Chodhyothari:Question answering system for Malayalam 
    Sreejith  et al. [2] done a Malayalam based question answering system which process a number of documents and 










  Fig. 1. (a) Basic model of question answering system 
 
3. Overview 
    Malayalam based question answering system helps the users to ask the natural language questions in Malayalam. 
Each and every user is expecting a precise answers for their questions. Surfing on web is a t ime consuming task due 
to the enormous number of documents in  it. Here we propose a system to give exact  answers for the question based 
on the domain specific documents .The basic model of QAS is shown in Fig 1. By analysing the type of the 
question, it is easy to identify the answer for eg: a question word “Aaru” expects a subject noun which is a “name” 
as its answer. From a set of documents from a single domain, identify a sentence in a document which is highly  
ranked with respect to words in the question. Extract ing the answer key from the particular s entence being the next 
step which is done with the help of answer extraction module. 
Question Type Analysing 
Document Selection & processing 
Answer Extraction 
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4. Malayalam QA system modules  
    Malayalam question answering system can be v iewed main ly as three modules. Question words are in different 
forms eg:“Aaru”,“Evide”, “Eppol” etc. Each fo rm have its morphological in flect ions also. So the first module is 
based on question type analyzing. After identifying the question, next  step is to find the document which contain the 
answer sentence. So document selection and its processing being the next important part. After getting the exact 
sentence which contain the answer word, extracting the same being the final step in Malayalam QAS. 
In general the main modules in Malayalam question answering system are : 
(i). Question type analyzing 
(ii).Document selection and processing 
(iii). Answer extraction 
4.1. Question type analyzing 
    Analyzing the question being an important part in Malayalam QAS systems. Natural language question asked by 
the user may  be in  any form. Systems have to deal with all type of answerable questions. It is not possible to expect  
any format for the question. Question word may or may not appear as the first word in the question. Position of the 
question word doesn’t much cause any problem,but the inflections of qu estion words is a main area to focus. Eg: 
The question word “Aare” have inflections like “Aareyanu”,“Aarellam” etc. morphological inflections of particular 
question words are also considered in our work. In  Malayalam main ly “evide”,“aaru”,“eppol” etc be th e question 
words,here we focus the same. The main task in question type analyzing module is to identify the question words. 
Based on the study about different question patterns in Malayalam,we collect different question word types and used 
the same to identify the correct answer sense. Inorder to identity the answer sentences from the document , a 
collection of keywords is required. The remaining words in the question except the question word are chosen as 
keywords and lemmatized. 
4.2. Document selection and processing 
    From a set of documents under a single domain, each document is selected and used a sentence tokenizer to 
split each document into sentences and stored in an array. Each element in the array is taken and split into words 
using a word tokenizer and lemmatize it. In order to find the rank for each sentence use a method of pattern 
matching to compare the words in the question and the sentence in the document. Highly ranked sentence(sentence 
which contain most of the words as common in question) is selected as the answer candidate. After obtaining the 
exact answer sentence, the machine learning tool called “TnT Tagger” is used to tag the words as subject -noun 
,object-noun ,location informat ion,temporal information etc to ext ract the answer word from the sentence. TnT 
tagger uses second order markov model to do the part o f speech tagging.[4]. A domain  specific corpus is used to 
train the Tagger 
4.3. Answer Extraction 
    Each  question word expects a particu lar tag as its answer key. Eg : Question word  “Aaru” expects a person-
noun as its answer. This stage analyze the question word and its corresponding expected answer tag and find the 
answer key from the tagged corpus. From the question word ,we found the subject object relationship and extract the 
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correct answer word from the sentence. Eg:“Aare” is a question word expect ing object -noun as the answer word. 
Similarly the question word “Aaru” expects the subject-noun as the answer key.  
5. Implementation 
    Malayalam question answering system is imple mented under the domain of personalities in Kerala sports. We 
collect Malayalam documents which contain the details of a personality in kerala sports. As a first stage,we create an 
array of question words. 
    For a given question, use word tokenizer to split the question sentence into words and find the question word by 
using a pattern matching technique ie. compare each word  in the question with the words in the array(list of question 
words). After identifying the question word, p lace the remain ing words in an array  to find the most matched answer 
sentence. Stemming is done on the remaining words to find the root form. Root fo rm of words helps to find the best 
matched sentences in the document. Sentences in the documents are also splitted and lemmatize in  the same way   
and rank the the sentences based on pattern matching(if a sentence have more words in common as in the question 
then it is ranked h igher). Finally  the matched answer sentence is obtained. A rule based approach is used to find the 
appropriate answer key for a particular question word from the tagged corpus. eg: 
“Aaru”        SubNoun 
“Aare”        ObjNoun 
“Evide”       Loc 
“Eppol”       Time 
6. Experimental results  
    Experiment starts by selecting a domain and collected a set of documents rela ted to the domain. We studied the 
different question representations in Malayalam which includes almost all question word patterns in Malayalam. We 
conducted the experiment with a set of questions under the specific domain and the answer set indicates 70 %  
accuracy in factoid type answers for the the questions. 
7. Conclusion and future work 
    Due to the agglutinative nature of the South Indian languages , less works are done especially for Malayalam 
language. As the people seek fo r the exact answer for their queries, it is necessary for the user to have a specific 
system which gives the exact answer. Malayalam question answering system be a good start up for the upcoming 
works in Malayalam language. 
    In this paper we only focus on the factoid answer to the question. There are many problems evolved in complex 
type of questions. The main problem in simple question answering system is to find the anaphoric resolution. As a 
future work anaphoric resolution can also be included in the Malayalam question answering which improves the 
efficiency of the system. Semantic based question answering needs a specific representation for each sentence in the 
document. Future research should focus on the specific representation for sentences, then it would be a great scope 
in the field of Malayalam question answering system. 
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